NEW eCampus

- Updated to current web standards
- Site responds to the user’s device size and fits content appropriately
- Updated to modern style and aligned with OHIO brand standards

Navigation

- New page acts as a portal for current students that directs them to any potential site or service they may need
- Content that wasn’t linked from the old eCampus is now present and highlighted
**Navigation menu changes**

- **HOME**
- **PROGRAMS**
- **COST**
- **GET STARTED**
- **RESOURCES**
- **QUESTIONS**
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- **Click the Cost icon** from the Student or Print knowledge centers
- **Can be found in the Resources section of the SKC, has been expanded.**

**Available from the eCampus Home page**

- **LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES**
  - Undergraduate Programs
  - Graduate Programs

**Available from the ‘Click to Learn More’ from all pages at the top right of the page**

- Click ‘eCampus’ in the header from any page.

**Cost related questions can be found by clicking the Cost icon. Student FAQs can be found from Help in the SKC**
Cheat sheet! eCAMPUS Web Revision Cheatsheet

Collapsible sidebar navigation

Access FAQ and Help

All pages accessible from home page. Filterable by type.

Condensed and renamed pages:
- ‘Before 1st Class’ is now included in the ‘New Student?’ link in the bottom of the sidebar
- ‘Student Resources’ is now ‘Learning Support’
- Glossary can be found here as well
Student Central Update --> Student Knowledge Center
Print Update